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Although the Ping.it project was exploratory and tested multiple ideas, the driving concept 
remained the same throughout the development. It was to facilitate a new way for people 
to interact with the content.

Today, Ping.it connects a dedicated community of bloggers, journalists and professionals 
offering them a unique box of content discovery and curation tools. To arrive at the current 
set of functions, we went through several prototypes together with our client who remained 
deeply involved in the design process. This iterative approach allowed us to touch on many 
important IT trends, including cloud computing, social networking and machine learning.
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Case Study

1. CHALLENGE 
Building the next generation social Web application required us to solve many interesting and 
unique problems: 

 C We had to co-design innovative functionalities that could improve the way people interact 
with the content.

 C Our Web application had to provide advanced and dynamic feeds with superb performance, 
despite the complexity of underlying algorithms.

 C The nature of interconnected social data and the need for real-time responsiveness 
pushed our database development skills to the limits.

 C We also had to develop many supplementing functionalities, including an API, social 
network integrations, browser bookmarklets, a Facebook application, mailing and live 
notification subsystems, marketing and reporting tools.

 C The project required us to tackle many tasks outside of usual PGS Software’s scope: digital 
content creation, blogging, community management, marketing activities and public 
relations.  

 C We also helped our client to present the product on startup summits, supported him in his 
search for venture capital and helped him with the patent submission process.  

 C The size of team had to be dynamically adjusted during each project phase. 
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies

ASP .NET, ASP .NET MVC2, 
MS SQL, jquery, Amazon 
DynamoDB, Amazon 
EC2, ElastiCache, Elastic 
MapReduce, Amazon 
CloudSearch, Redis, SPARQL, 
DBpedia, social integrations 

Resources
2-10 developers, 0-2 testers, 
1-3 graphic designers, 0-2 
community managers

Duration Started in 2009, still active

Users
16 000 registered alpha 
testers, up to 42 000 
monthly users

making heavy use of Comet and real-time proxy engine that we’ve built in parallel 
with an underlying database and a Web client. The system also contained interesting 
trend analysis components that suggested users other content they might like. This phase 
ended with an alpha launch on November 2011 under the code name StormDriver, and 
has been covered by Engadget and many smaller sites. 

 C Second phase: the second iteration was the first one to receive the final Ping.it branding. 
It focused on intelligent content recommendations and being able to see who is where 
on the Web at any given moment. The high-quality ASP.NET MVC2 application was able to 
power large communities via public and private groups, offered great performance and 
modern, stunning layouts. Our developers also prepared bookmarklets, website buttons, 
and various social media integrations. 

 C Initial concept: Ping.it started as 
a spin-off of an entirely different idea. 
In 2009 the client worked with us on 
a new kind of business dashboard 
solution that included modules 
for internal communications, 
invoicing, time sheets – and a real-
time collaboration engine. This 
eventually included social browsing 
and other social functionalities. 
They proved interesting enough to 
consider a project based entirely 
around them.

 C First phase: this experimental 
iteration took a shape of the 
social browsing Web application 

C Third phase: the most interesting and complex 
technology was introduced into the project in 
early 2013. That’s when our developers prepared 
Probes – the automated content gathering and 
curating scripts. Users were able to create them 
from scratch using Python, or configure them 
using simple GUI templates. A lot of care went 
into making this powerful function accessible and 
understandable to everyone. The launch of Probes 
helped system gain a following among bloggers 
and technology journalists who discovered that 
Ping.it can serve as a one-of-a-kind research and 
information gathering tool. 
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Memorable moment:
when we went to the Dublin Web Summit and 
seen how many people are interested in our 
solution and find it innovative. 

User benefits:

Discover good content easier than ever before

Automatically gather stories matching specific criteria 

Filter content by keywords, popularity, social actions

Create your own feed or subscribe to others

Join a community of professionals and bloggers

See what other people enjoy on the Web
Browse content using our beautiful and simple Web 
app

3. RESULT  

Summary 
Ping.it proves that our developers 
are capable of more than just 
building good business software. 
Their creativity and experience 
allows them to run experimental 
and exploratory projects, and 
deliver solutions without clear 
equivalents in the IT world. It also 
proves we are capable of stepping 
up and adapting to any tasks and 
requirements that fall outside of 
usual scope – in this case: content 
creation, community management 
and marketing. 

 C About PGS Software: We are a Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software development and 
employing over 230 experienced engineers. Our job is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business 
solutions unavailable with the off-the-shelf boxed products.

 C About the product:  Ping.it is a social network for content discovery that focuses on establishing a better way 
to find good content online, provide tools to organize it and let users easily share and discuss it with others.
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Current development:
our developers are still hard at work, 
helping to push Ping.it concept to 
a new level. They are developing 
a breakthrough context-sensitive 
content analysis engine that 
interconnects similar stories using 
the entire DBpedia as a reference 
map. When supplemented with an 
innovative search solution (also in 
production), this may offer both 
researchers and casual Internet 
users accuracy and intelligence 
far beyond keyword-based search 
engines. 
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